
HELLA RALLYE 4000 INTERNAL BALLAST UPGRADE  

1) Firstly HID gear is tested before it is sent, You must retest directly on a battery before 

attempting install to ensure its all working on your end, Test directly on the battery, then 

your wiring loom. 

2) Remove the Ballast to Battery connector from the globes (You cut off the black grommet 

which holds the globe wires and the 12V ballast to battery wires together 

NEW BALLAST IMAGE 

3) Do not touch the glass part of the HID globe or break the ceramic stick, Its normal for the 

globe to have what appears to be sentiment in the globe. 

 View inside 

4) Its recommended you shorten the existing wires inside the housing to as short as 

possible since they are not designed for HID Voltage its best to keep them short, You may 

need to solder or use new spade connectors (not provided) You can use existing spades if 

you like make sure you heat shrink 



 

5) When putting the ballast inside the housing, as per the image is the best location, ballast 

should be facing downward, The other part (Ignition) should go on the other side. You may 

need to play around to get the LENS back on correctly, NOTE DO NOT FORCE THE LENS 

BACK ON, If its not going back on you need to reposition the ballasts, If you force it you will 

KINK and break the HID wires and the ballast will not work and you will VOID OUR 

WARRANTY! 

6) Once the LENS seems to line up well, make sure you tighten screw's evenly and slowly, 

not 1 side at a time - Then Test and ensure working, if not you may have broken the wires 

due to forcing lens down. 

7) HID are either on or off, If you get flicker, check your existing wiring, NOTE old halogen 

wiring is not the best for HID gear, make sure you check directly on your battery to ensure 

correct problem if you encounter one 


